
Are you looking for a streamlined
solution to add kitchens to a

building structure?

Kit Switch is a modular building interiors
startup providing plug-and-play kitchens
for cost-effective, quality, and sustainable

multifamily housing developments.

Kit Switch kitchens are made up of 3 functional
building blocks: the Kit Cook, Kit Clean, and Kit
Store which can be configured into various
layouts.  These modules are produced off-site
through a network of contract assembly shops,
shipped, and assembled on-site in a matter of
hours, replacing fragmented, costly, and
lengthy stick-built construction methods with a
standardized streamlined product.

A SOLUTION FOR MULTIPLE
PROJECT TYPES

Kit Switch modules are non-load bearing and
sized to fit through a standard doorway,
making them a great fit for your adaptive
reuse and conversion projects. Kit Switch
modules also integrate with new construction
projects through their Mechanical-Electrical-
Plumbing tie-in locations for quicker
installation.

GROUND-UP CONVERSION RETROFIT

contact.kitswitch@gmail.comwww.kitswitch.com kit-switch

USE KIT SWITCH ON
YOUR PROJECT

 
Contact us via email or through
our website.

Send your floorplans and/or
design with our BIM components.

Place order of modules with our
upfront pricing.

Receive module shipment and
proceed with installation with
your own local contractor.

WHAT WE OFFER

Design with our BIM
components and obtain clear
upfront pricing.

Standardized designs speed up
off-site manufacturing and on-
site installation.

Plug-and-play connections
allow flexible reconfiguration
for each building.

30"  W  x   25"  D  x   84-96"  H

$1,500 - $2,500

KIT STOREKIT CLEAN KIT COOK

Appliances:
Countertop Outlet 

+ Fridge Option
 

Option 1 - No fridge
Option 2 - Mini fridge

Option 3 - Standard fridge

Appliances:
Countertop Outlet 

+ Vented Hood
+ Electric Cooktop

 

Option 1 - 2 burner
Option 2 - 4 burner

$3,500 - $4,000

Appliances:
Stainless Steel Sink

 

Option 1 - 14" x 14"
Option 2 - 17" x 19"

$2,500 - $3,000


